
D’ERCOLI LAURA 
Place of birth: Fermo , Italy  
Date of Birth: 21 July 1981 
Citizenship: Italian 
Marital status: Single  
Italian Number : +39 333/7123350   
Spanish Number : 677307336 
E-mail :  ldercoli3@gmail.com 
 
EDUCATION 
-2011 Degree in Languages  ( English, French, Spanish)  
Thesis on literary translation of the novel "The stranger " by Albert Camus in French language  
 - Erasmus, University of Paris INALCO 2005/2006 
-2001 Diploma in Commercial Technical Institute "L.Einaudi"  Italy  
- Course of Literary translation (Spanish-English > Italian ) ” La matita rossa”  Italy  
LANGUAGES 
 English, French, Spanish, Italian Mothertongue 
 
TRAINNING  
INTRAWELT Service  Italy from April 2011-to April 2012  
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 
-TRANSLATOR   since 2009 for private companies, commercials texts, legal texts, tourism 
brochure, business letters, descriptive text. 
-reading through original material and rewriting it in the target language, ensuring that the 
meaning of the source text is retained; 
-using Translation Memory software, such as Wordfast, memoQ, across, SDL Trados and Transit 
 -NXT, to ensure consistency of translation within documents and help efficiency; 
-using specialist dictionaries, thesauruses and reference books to find the closest equivalents for 
terminology and words used; 
-using appropriate software for presentation and delivery; 
-researching legal, technical and scientific phraseology to find the correct translation; 
liaising with clients to discuss any unclear points; 
-proofreading and editing final translated versions; 
-providing clients with a grammatically correct, well-expressed final version of the translated 
text, usually as a word-processed document; 
-using the internet and email as research tools throughout the translation process; 
prioritising work to meet deadlines; 
-providing quotations for translation services offered; 



consulting with experts in specialist areas; 
-retaining and developing knowledge on specialist areas of translation; 
-following various translation-quality standards to ensure legal and ethical obligations to the 
customer; 
-networking and making contacts. 
 
INTERPRETER /TRANSLATOR  Micam Fair in Milan Italy ,  Shoes and Co.  Company, Italy from 
2011 to 2013. 
French , English , Spanish 
- Facilitate effective communication between two parties that do not speak a similar language by 
converting one spoken or written language to another. 
-  Attend conferences and meetings and act as official translator to mediate discussion. 
-  Relay concepts and ideas between languages. 
-  Convert written materials from one language into another, such as books, publications, or web 
pages. 
-  Create a new text in the target language that reproduces the content and style of the original. 
-  Edit and proofread text to accurately reflect language. 
-  Receive and submit assignments electronically. 
-  Use dictionaries and glossaries for reference. 
-  Employ computer-assisted translation. 
-  Facilitate communication for people with limited English proficiency. 
-  Translate languages at meetings such as attorney-client meetings, preliminary hearings, 
arraignments, depositions, and trials. 
-  Interpret both legal terminology and colloquial language. 
-  Read aloud documents in a language other than that in which they were written. 
-  Provide language services to healthcare patients with limited English proficiency. 
-  Accompany foreign visitor and facilitate communication between receiving party and visitors. 
-  Adapt a product and service for use in a different language and culture 
 
INFORMATIC KNOLEDGEMENT 
Wordfast 
SDL Trados 


